Friends,
The K-12 Data Sharing and Analytics Initiative was born in 2017 at the inaugural Nourish to
Flourish summit that brought together stakeholders from across the school meal ecosystem
to develop solutions to the challenges of the fragmented and siloed nature of the supply
chain. I was inspired by the great ideas and the spirit of collaboration and one thing became
clear to me: We ought to do a better job of sharing data with each other so we can all succeed
in innovating the school meal experience for students. Together with my team, we set out to
develop a platform that allows operators, suppliers, and other stakeholders to exchange
information more efficiently with each other.
Three years later, we’ve transitioned out of the Nourish to Flourish incubator and launched
new partnerships along with a suite of interoperable software applications and cross vendor
solutions (like recipes) that share common GDSN based standards making data sharing
across multiple stakeholders a breeze. I’m pleased to share a more detailed update on the
partnerships and suite of software that we developed from that key meeting in 2017.
Thank you all for your partnership and dedication to this project. Together, we will transform
the way data is shared and used in the school meal ecosystem, for the better.
Best,

Chip Goodman
CEO, inTEAM Associates

Elizabeth Vegas
Managing Partner, Commonality
Consultant, K-12 Data Sharing
Analytics Initiative
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PARTNERSHIPS
We began this project by mapping out the data sources needed and quickly realized the need
to establish partnerships with key stakeholders across the K-12 ecosystem to make it all
happen. Over the last three years, we have built deep relationships with national and local
companies and are thrilled with our progress:

We are currently working to establish partnerships with two critical sources of data: K-12 menu planning
software providers and USDA food processing data aggregators. We hope to share an update on that
soon.
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DATA STANDARDIZATION
Through our robust partner ships, our first step was to develop and achieve stakeholder
consensus on K-12 product field standards using GS1 product attributes. Standards—mutually
understood ways of defining different pieces of information, how they relate to each other, and
how they are shared—would enable more comparable and cumulative data for all stakeholders.
We worked with school operators, suppliers, advocates, software providers and our Technology
Stakeholder Advisory Group to develop voluntary K-12 product standards and cross vendor K-12
solutions - like recipes and integrated equipment.
Today, we are working with hundreds of suppliers who have voluntarily adopted these
standards and who are adding critical information, including CN fields, to their product listings
through the GDSN. View Data Standards
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INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE + APPS
inTEAM developed a cross-sector collaborative approach to developing the software and analytics
programs. We used diverse perspectives from school operators, manufacturers, distributors, GPO’s,
and advocates to jointly solve some of their biggest data challenges. Here are some of the powerful
user-driven solutions we created together.

Stakeholder feedback consistently came back to how the procurement process could be
integrated into the CNCentral. In 2019, a chance encounter between Chip Goodman, CEO of
inTEAM and Shannon Solomon, Child Nutrition Director at Aurora Public Schools, led to an
innovative supply chain project aimed at re-engineering the forecasting and procurement
business processes leveraging the GDSN. See the article beginning on page 8: Colorado
Association of School Business Officials Newsletter
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ANALYTICS
For the first time, stakeholders across the K-12 ecosystem have access to comprehensive and
accurate datasets to better inform their business decisions. Operators, suppliers, researchers,
and other users of the Data Exchange Platform can use Microsoft’s Power BI – a powerful data
visualization software - to produce insightful analytics.
Example of market share by GDSN category for a particular brand and
specific time period:

Example of market overview of the top GDSN categories based on menu
placement for breakfast:
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In this example, MPLH baseline is ~21. Range = 14 - 30
Comprehensive tools and filters allow comparison with peers enabling data driven decisions

As users adopt the platform, the analytics become more comprehensive. This is why it is critical
for inTEAM to develop deep partnerships with entire K-12 community – including competitors.
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BUSINESS TRANSPARENCY
This project was built on an important premise - we aim to democratize data through
transparency and have developed a business model that supports that. Here is our promise:

Schools will always have free access to the CNCentral menu planning module,
product database, and basic analytics about their program. Add-on modules, like the
Choosi mobile app and eProcurement along with advanced analytics are available
through a subscription purchase.

Suppliers can share their product information and recipes through GDSN and access
basic analytics for no charge. Sponsored searches and advanced analytics are
available for an additional cost.

Non-profit organizations will be granted licenses for basic aggregated
datasets about school meals, enabling them to better target their
programmatic offerings and advocacy efforts.

K-12 Menu Software providers will have access to the CNCentral product database
API, enabling them to integrate this powerful database into their software. In return,
inTEAM would receive menu planning and post-production records in a structured
format for inclusion in the analytics platform.
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